
Amend SB 1001 (house committee printing), by adding the

following appropriately numbered SECTION to the bill and

renumbering subsequent SECTIONS of the bill accordingly:

SECTIONA____.AASection 501.153, Insurance Code, is amended

to read as follows:

Sec.A501.153.AAAUTHORITY TO APPEAR, INTERVENE, OR INITIATE.

The public counsel:

(1)AAmay appear or intervene, as a party or otherwise,

as a matter of right before the commissioner or department on behalf

of insurance consumers, as a class, in matters involving:

(A)AArates, rules, and forms affecting:

(i)AAproperty and casualty insurance;

(ii)AAtitle insurance;

(iii)AAcredit life insurance;

(iv)AAcredit accident and health insurance;

or

(v)AAany other line of insurance for which

the commissioner or department promulgates, sets, adopts, or

approves rates, rules, or forms;

(B)AArules affecting life, health, or accident

insurance; or

(C)AAwithdrawal of approval of policy forms:

(i)AAin proceedings initiated by the

department under Sections 1701.055 and 1701.057; or

(ii)AAif the public counsel presents

persuasive evidence to the department that the forms do not comply

with this code, a rule adopted under this code, or any other law;

(2)AAmay initiate or intervene as a matter of right or

otherwise appear in a judicial proceeding involving or arising from

an action taken by an administrative agency in a proceeding in which

the public counsel previously appeared under the authority granted

by this chapter;

(3)AAmay appear or intervene, as a party or otherwise,

as a matter of right on behalf of insurance consumers as a class in

any proceeding in which the public counsel determines that

insurance consumers are in need of representation, except that the

public counsel may not intervene in an enforcement or parens
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patriae proceeding brought by the attorney general; [and]

(4)AAmay appear or intervene before the commissioner or

department as a party or otherwise on behalf of small commercial

insurance consumers, as a class, in a matter involving rates,

rules, or forms affecting commercial insurance consumers, as a

class, in any proceeding in which the public counsel determines

that small commercial consumers are in need of representation; and

(5)AAnotwithstanding Section 556.006(a), Government

Code, may appear before a legislative committee and support or

oppose the passage or defeat of a legislative measure on behalf of

insurance consumers, as a class.
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